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Editorial
Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
This is the ninth milestone that Rohini, Paresh and I have walked past on the Narrow Road to wherever
we are walking. This is a journey whose only destination is the next milestone, and all the discoveries and
experiences that will come our way. We walk slowly. We stop to smell the roses and view the cherry
blossoms. And so, we have managed to travel far, farther than we ever imagined. Narrow Road Volume 9
is thus some kind of dream that we never dreamed.
Sometimes on our journey we are sleepless, looking blankly at the stars. On a lone road somewhere in the
mountains of the Sahyadri from where I am writing this edit, the stars are bright and clear, free from the
urban haze that otherwise hides the from me in my Mumbai flat. And I see the stars don’t all shine with
the same brightness – some, like the Pleiades, are faint but mesmerizing; others, like Jupiter, staid in
bright planetary glow.
And so are the authors in this volume. Not all of them shine the same way. Some are bright and burst into
your consciousness, their loud protesting voices demanding attention. Some are at a simper you could
barely hear, but you must, because they too have something to tell. Not everyone has a charming turn of
phrase, or an easily recognizable name, nor a pressing claim to that elusive quantity called merit. Sure,
you may hold your noses for some, and let others give you goose bumps. But the three of us agree, in our
own ways, that each piece of typing (we rarely ever receive handwritten manuscripts these days) has its
own je ne sais quoi, which compelled us to entrap it between these pages, while others had the liberty to
escape from the window, assisted by a muscular throw.
Those that did not make it need not worry: the brightest of stars have their occultations. Isn’t even the
Sun, with its billions of lumens, eclipsed from time to time? We do hope to see a better piece by you in
future issues of Narrow Road. Until then, happy reading.
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Poetry
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Sophia Naz, Glen Ellen, USA
Shorelines
seagull aerial wave
wail of sandpaper
wind-borne thorn that flecks
silk of wrinkled blue
i stare you swoop
all beak and call
far and near in
pinprick blink
eclipse of eye
seagull white as blindness
a child hides in your cloak
leaving clues of chalk drop
everything where it may fall
the light always comes
from elsewhere, circling
this paradox
driftwood body
barnacle mind
seagull sun-flake
milk-wing crumbling
lily of morning ferries
your ascent mirrors
my arc of drowning
blood-dusk to your albescent rose
what is flight, but the opposite
of weight you are a bird I am whittled
brittle bone paper thin ice wilting
on salt loom of ocean
all the feathers in the world and yet
the scales are tipped
the heart is a sinking ship
no need to mourn the turning
of its clay, its churned and broken
shells, their thin quicklime
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of dreams dissolving
in wreaths of spume
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Akila G, Hyderabad, India
The odds
She in blue
bangles tucking the threads
of her georgette drape
He in grey
flotsam with the boat
They ripple
with the mangrove
facing away from each
other, aligned
on a parchment paper
a million stars in symmetry
woven into a perfect match
In Antarvedi
the river consummates with the sea
currents, salt and fish mingle
the point of sangam
cradles the boat
seeks a balance
The couple cut a cake
for their anniversary - the tenth
They share a slice with us.
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Timetable
He inks his story on the road
palms creased with footprints
there is no change in his pocket
clinking with change
I add a ten-rupee coin
to his smile, teeth stained
with sand roasted in the sun
and the groundnuts
in his basket
counting themselves
in recipes, budgets, weather
application forms
(redundant) mark sheets
discarded assignments, notices
cancelled summons
stories run parallel in paper cones
tossed with the nuts
into mouths of a dream
grains of sand and salted peels
remain to trace
the perimeter of a day
everyday.
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Snehith Kumbla, Pune, India
for the balcony pigeon (presently nesting there)
the pigeon has not just lain two eggs,
it has lain the promise of flight,
pairs will take off,
float and land with adroit skill,
feverishly mate
to fast-flapping feathers, curve
an avian circle...
now if I may ask, as the human
on whose area
you roost, prospective
mother, what exactly
are you doing about hygiene?
like, when will the next
pigeon generation be toilet-trained?
after all, cats dig a hole
and cover afterwards
so you see –
ablution evolution is certainly possible
in the creature world
I have no other complaints,
winged sister,
you take little space,
may your children prosper...
we are sorry for the trees,
by the way,
for our species, frequently intimidated,
perennially afraid,
build fortresses of dismay, that you
have to conjure
your nests on them
I do hope your kids,
god willing, when time ripens, build
their nests on branches,
lay their eggs on huge trees,
take flying classes
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off stout branches...
by the way,
don't spread the word to the
rest of your kin,
that our balcony is the nesting kind
you see we humans
are still animal, still territorial,
once is fine, but
another time, we are not
so jovial...
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Geethanjali Rajan, Chennai, India
Four Seasons (a cherita sequence)
by the Bay of Bengal
a spring breeze blows
through the thatched shanty
little fingers count
the pieces of dried fish
that make dinner

on the sparkling sands
rippling muscles glisten
moistened with salt and sweat
heaving in unison
men and catamaran
launch into the next adventure

in the deep of night
an Autumn moon
glazes the ripples
locking hands
on the lurching raft
we wish for calmer waters

under an ashen sky
the only glow
from embers in the wood-fire
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a bowl of rice kanjee
with karuvaadu1, the taste
of a life by the sea

1

salted dry fish
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Gauri Dixit, Pune, India
Infanticide
I was 3 when I died
The ghost you don't see
Is the grown-up me
No one wrote an epitaph
Hell, no one knew that I was dead
It was different from the usual deaths
Where the body dies
And soul is liberated
In my case
The soul died
And nothing / nobody was liberated
The body became the tomb for the dead soul
I tried
Tried hard
To flush the toxic remains
Yet they remain
Within
There's a way to exorcise the spirit of the dead, I heard
But not the dead spirit
Ironical!
The woman smiles
At the irony
Of this and things many
The smile remains
In summer it gets a bit too sunny
And the monsoon brings on days rainy
But the smile, like the dead spirit can't be exorcised
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Rochelle Potkar, Mumbai, India
Surrender
If I were a country, you would be a journalist
And because you are not an
empty-headed bloke out for a quick fix
but investigative, committed, idealist,
I would have shot you down a street
and left you to bleed.
If I were a country and you my journalist
it would be a civil war, one too many,
revolutions -changes in governments.
I would have jailed you
and kept you on CCTV.
If I were a country and you my journalist
I would have played a wait-and-watch game
to see who wears the other
sleep-deprived akin to a Russian sleep experiment.
But the more you stare, the more beautiful someone becomes, remember?
Many passed the cellars of my mind
few, the cellars of my heart.
I would blink first.
I would give in
from dictatorship to democracy.
If I was a country and you my journalist
I would let you run a free press and media
to change the face of an
entire nation.
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Shernaz Wadia, Pune, India
Beyond Closed Doors
first they flung open their arms
took some in with assurances of kinship
now they accuse—
our kindness has been misused
our patience has run out its course
as has our thinly stretched compassion
for our home’s been occupied unlawfully
throw out the usurpers, expel the aliens
these encroachers never did belong here
And so the expulsion will begin
rigid minds will constrict further
hardened by clots of calculated apathy
misguided fervour, churned up emotions;
Is there a stent, a balloon that will explode
these lumps and return to normalcy
the diehards that drum out the death-roll ?
will the wails of the displaced,
the fears of the unjustly indicted
puncture the ears of the selectively deaf?
Will the distressed moans of the ‘nowhere people’
snivel through to reach beyond doors
that are shutting down on every side?
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Geethanjali Rajan, Shobhana Kumar, and
Sonam Chhoki
a splash of moon
mountain lake2
each splash from the oar
shakes the moon
caught
amidst the ripples
a mullet’s fins
so still
on the pebble bank
an ibisbill in shadow

stirring
in a cold night breeze
the Shola forest
looking up
from the water—
a tiger’s eyes
high-pitched calls
deep in the ravine
a scops owl3

2
3

Haiku previously published in World Haiku Review - August 2010
verses 1,4: Geethanjali Rajan; verses 2, 5: Shobhana Kumar, India; verses 3,6: Sonam Chhoki, Bhutan
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fading into the distance
rush hour traffic -4
the stillness of a woman
at a lit window
gentle breeze steadying the flame
with cupped palms
passing clouds
shadows play hide
and seek

murmur of voices
fading into the distance
sound of footfall
pausing a moment
as the moon appears
the tug of your leash
garden patch—
the warmth of a soup bowl
beckons us5

4
5

Haiku previously published in A Hundred Gourds 3:3, June 2014
verses 1,4: Sonam Chhoki; verses 2, 5: Geethanjali Rajan; verses 3,6: Shobhana Kumar, India
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clouds with promise
late sunrise6
every cloud bursts
with promise
stony outcrop
the bush lark full-throated
in song-flight
out of the shade
the hum of a bee
over marigold

heaving
flame of the forest
after the mynah
heady scent
tumbling over the cliff
white musk roses
over the pebbles
a stream’s gurgle
catches the light7

6
7

Haiku previously published in Contemporary Haibun Online, September 2017
verses 1, 4: Shobhana Kumar; verses 2, 5: Sonam Chhoki; verses 3, 6: Geethanjali Rajan
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J B Mulligan, Washingtonville, USA
the rarest of common coins
He wasn’t pretty. He was
beautiful in his simplicity.
My son and I were walking along
talking of many things:
important things: TV
and politics, and how late
would the bus be today.
The pickup truck that had passed us
pulled off onto the shoulder
and stopped.
The man gave
to each of us
an orange mesh vest,
said he’d seen us before
and this was safer.
He drove away.
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Rumi Morkin, Moshav Habonim, Israel
The spyder
(Inspidered by William Blake)
Spyder, spyder, in the night Gosh, you gave me such a fright!
What spirit could think up and plan
a creature so unloved by man?
In some dark corner, there you hide
in silence, poised and beady-eyed
watching your web for bugs and flies
to pounce and catch them by surprise.
What master craftsman, with what art
could paint in black both head and heart
then mould and shape with skillful hand
eight long black legs on which to stand?
Small monster – seeing you appear
the world cannot contain my fear;
hairs stand up like a porcupine
and shivers run along my spine.
The angels sympathize and cry
at my distress and justify
the terror that I feel, to see
this hideous thing approaching me.
Spyder, spyder, what a fright I'll keep my slippers on tonight
in case you creep out from your lair
and try to catch me unaware!
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Neera Kashyap, Delhi, India
Shards of glass
The rain slants into the glass, breathing
out a fine string of beads like teardrops that
cling, despite its cadence of rage and retreat:
torrential claps, leaden drizzle, silver forks hissing through the sky.
The beads don’t hold, flow into each other
blurring the blues and greens into sighing muffled grays.
A conversation between earth and sky turns
the mind into a rain of glass shards.
She had died when I was just a child; it had rained.
The rain again drumbeats death and desertion,
supremely indifferent to the string of human griefs
a death spawns through life: a hundred hurts, a thousand.
I close my eyes and listen.
It is steady now like a sound from eternity:
not personal, not empty, not random; simply there raining sorrow, raining solace - indifferently.
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Moinak Dutta, Kolkata, India
Plastic
Often, I think of a plastic wrapped earth,
Trees covered by various plastic sheets of different colors,
Water of lakes and ponds covered by discarded plastic bottles of mineral water, lemon juice, squash,
herbal oil,
City streets littered with plastic wraps, empty wrapping packets of potato chips,
A giant plastic ball as big as a mammoth reaching the top floor of a sky scraper
Oft I dream at night, rolling down the streets of my city like a humongous monster,
A Leviathan
Its shadow casting sinister designs on walls of buildings.
Oft I wake up perspiring
Claustrophobia gripping me.
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Krithika Akkaraju, Bangalore, India
The Gardener
What’s not to envy about the gardener
Who warms his back under the winter sun?
His nose buried in sweet-smelling grass;
the gentle breeze enveloping his exertions.
What’s not to envy about the gardener
Who, having tired his limbs trimming and pruning,
Rests under the shade of the bougainvillea,
It’s blossoms, paper-thin, decorating his sun-speckled dreams?
What’s not to envy about the gardener
Whose only goal is to get through this hedge or that?
Whose essence is the gentle art of persuasion,
tender support or whispered encouragement.
What’s not to envy about the gardener
Who doesn’t question his purpose
With each passing day?
But, instead, is content with his daily stolen moments of vibrant communion?
What is it like?
To see your work blossom and thrive before your eyes,
And gloriously so.
Where once crackled earth sat unyielding
Now there is life, an existence, perhaps a legacy.
And doesn’t the gardener seem, just a bit in a daze
When you stop to talk to him?
Like, in a trace, he regards you,
Mildly amused that you would interrupt his glorious reverie.
You hasten away, awkward,
That you could disturb one so engrossed;
One so at one with his world
You promise, the next time, you will be wary.
What’s not to be inspired
About the gardener
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Who’s got it all figured out?
The sun, the earth, the oneness with his world,
A vocation so apt, so gentle, so unobtrusive,
But with so much to give.
What’s not to envy?
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Arshia Qasim Ahmad, Tokyo, Japan
Son-shine
Every night
I blow away monsters,
knit cosy stories
and fluff up memories
to tuck into the
the scent of that hair
and snuggle with perfection
growing bigger with every breath.
I wrap up love
in kisses and hugs,
secure it with prayer
and treading gently
on poignant thoughts
I pretend to sleep...
alert before a sound
or cry leaves your lips.
Every morning
I wake up to chirping excitement,
interjecting discipline
like punctuation
between lines and lines
of lego wars,
and toy-story adventures
and minecraft magic,
trying to steer questions
about bullying, ribbons and prize boxes,
improvising answers....
as I pack up hope
in a lunch box.
Sometimes the hope comes back
unused,
sometimes, the improvised answers
are not right,
sometimes monsters find a diversion
and return underneath the bed
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but then I realize,
even though the arms and heart look small,
they can always give and hold,
great big hugs and comfort.
#onfleetingdays
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Paresh Tiwari, Hyderabad, India
Confessional
At eight, Mom brings home a set of crayons. Forty-eight of them stacked neatly in a cardboard box. I sink
into the study chair. Relieved how easy it would be to choose the right shade for bloodshot and bruises for
the family portrait.
*
There is a hole in the boundary wall of our house. Teeming with carpenter ants. I bottle a few and bring
them to my table. Hold their necks with forceps and pull out their legs. One by one. Once you pull out the
fifth, they stop fighting the inevitable.
*
I open my eyes as the streetlamp blinks in through the window. You are asleep next to me. Your skin, the
colour of honey and warmth against the sterile bed sheets. I pick up the phone, steal another glance at you
before typing, thinking about you makes me hard. I hit send.
*
It worries me when I haven't wept for some time. Last night I willed myself to tears. Thought about us and
everything we were meant to be. I am a voyeur watching salt leak around my eyes. You do not reach out to
wipe them dry.
*
A poem could be a confessional. The blank sheet of paper a two by two box hewn from a dead tree. This
poem, however, is an asylum. I seek shelter in the lines I unwrite. Dignity in the company of words which
mean very little on their own.
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The Etymology of Quiet
It takes time to figure out the different shades of quiet and then the colours slowly begin to own their name.
There’s a quiet as mother cracks dry-roasted peanuts between her thumb and index finger,
the oblong nut glistening in her palm. It takes time for her lips to curl in an ‘O’. Time to
blow the husk off. I am four years of breathless anticipation. A little damp finger eager to
dart over to the mound of rock salt.
The train tears through the night with the urgency of a switchblade. When the iron wheels
rumble over Ganga echoing through the hollowness of the iron overpass, I toss a coin into
the night. There’s a quiet as I offer a bargain to the River Goddess. I am eight years’ worth
of hope and thrill waiting for a new red bicycle.
The men with ropes and power-saw prowl around the tree. Slip a noose over its branches.
Nine hundred and seventy-one birds take off in a flash of ear-splitting cacophony when the
saw comes to life with a loud whirr. I am dizzy under the weight of quiet. Out tumbles from
the hollow of its trunk, twelve years of loss stashed away in a biscuit tin.
They call it mountain cedar, the scent that you wear on your neck and wrists. A daub on
the curve of your waist. All your past lovers written timidly on your skin like fiction. When
I kiss your left breast, the quiet of the moonrise floods my mouth. Twenty-two is the age
of satiation from which we drink tonight.
How do things sidle up to one another? Matchbox houses press-fitted poorly to the
mountains. Slate coloured clouds soaking up the twilight. Your year-old fingers sliding into
the spaces between mine, hold the quiet weight of my thirty years. Each tentative step the
length of affection.
The untimely rain, hiccups sputters and breathes its last even before the puddles begin to
form. Raindrops clinging to the car's windshield meander over an unseen trail aching to
dissolve back into the bosom of the clouds above. I am thirty-eight years of acceptance as
the cigarette burns itself out.

shallow lake
a koi skims over
my shadow
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Srividya Speaks Poetry
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Srividya Sivakumar, Coimbatore, India
Srividya Speaks Poetry
“Without poetry, we lose our way.”
—Joy Harjo
The U.S. Poet Laureate & Academy of American Poets Chancellor speaks for us all.
What an annus horribilis 2019 has been for much of the world. The deep wound of the refugee crisis will
not heal any time soon. The identity of countries and states is a strange shape-shifting beast. The inequalities
among people are starkly evident in queues, shelters, and protests. There is sorrow. Worse, there is
dejection.
As people deeply involved in the language, we understand (or think we do) its importance. But then,
literature doesn’t feed a hungry family or heal wounds. Words are cold comfort for a heart that is rent by
the unfairness of what it witnesses.
How, then, can we take comfort in lines of poetry? Can we give a starving child a page of words to eat? Or
should we console a desperate parent with reassurances of books with happy endings?
We have more outrage than understanding, we have more selfishness than selflessness, and we have more
impatience and less empathy. It is hard to empathise with everyone, especially when it’s somebody we
don’t really know or something we don’t really understand. We bridge this gap between ignorance and
knowledge through reading and through writing. Both teach thoughtfulness and broaden our horizons.
But there is no denying that we live in turbulent times. In virtually every single part of the world, we are
seeing unprecedented upheaval. There is anger and hurt, and grievous wrongs are being done in the name
of religion, government and everything else that separates us. What solace can the year ahead give us? Can
we speak of hope in these seemingly hopeless times?
We can. It is imperative that we do.
A new year is always a time of possibility. It is “a child carrying flowers,” as Bei Dao says. We have 366
days of chances to carry flowers, to be child-like, to be poetry-immersive.
W.S. Merwin speaks of these very possibilities in To the New Year, when he says, “Our knowledge such
as it is/and our hopes such as they are/invisible before us/untouched and still possible.”
The end of the year is usually suffused with a general joy that something new is coming along. This year,
my general joy comes from one thing.
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Gratitude.
Yes, we live in horrible times. My country is in a state of foment and new atrocities are perpetrated on us
every day. In such a time, it’s easy for me to forget what I have and only focus on what I don’t.
But I began my year by telling myself that I would not lament about what I don’t have- friendships,
opportunities- and instead, celebrate what I do have, the kindness that comes my way, in abundance and
every day.
Each day is new. The chances are yours to take, the choice to be happy is yours to make. I hope you make
your life beautiful, poetic, and inspiring.
I end my year the way it began – thankful for love, happiness, good health, poetry, friendship and books.
Today I want
to resolve nothing.
I only want to walk
a little longer in the cold
blessing of the rain,
and lift my face to it.
New Year’s Day, Kim Addonizio
A very happy new year to you and yours.
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Haibun
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Paul Bregazzi, Dublin, Ireland
Witnesses
The beach at Carnac, Brittany, is deserted apart from ourselves. Late on a summer’s evening, it’s balmy
for us holidaymakers, but presumably not for the local French. As we get ready to depart, a mother arrives
with her young toddler. She lays out her towel on the sand and then, leaving the child on the beach, wades
out into the waves. She swims far out while we, aghast, cut short our preparations rather than abandon the
child to the beach as the woman has done. Instead, wait until she has come off the water and towelled
herself.
We want to go and say something but we don’t. We feel we should report it to someone but don’t. I want
to shout something at her, but more, I want to shout something at us, complicit on the shore. But we pack
our belongings and leave.

we quicken our pace
to the susurration of shingles
darkening dunes
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Matthew Caretti, Johor Baharu, Malaysia
Monsoon
The days begin to take on a certain shape. A feel, but not yet familiar. The morning sun. The afternoon
rains. The essays and the marking. The tired eyes of the students. Of my colleagues. Meeting them again
at the night market.

his epic tale
chopsticks soften
in the broth
Those living in this neighbourhood begin to recognize me. To know my sky blue umbrella. They come to
accept a gweilo in their midst. Greet me. And I them.

the susurrus
of each smile
street sweepers
Sprinting from the taxi to the covered entrance of the apartment building. Into the lobby. Past the
elevators. A dash to the twentieth floor. On the open staircase. A delicate spray cooling each laboured
stride.

evening rain
the canal frogs
sing ecstasy
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The Bear That Kept Him Warm
It’s been nearly a year now. At the time, it was national news. A three-year-old boy. Playing in his greatgrandmother’s backyard. Disappeared into the woods. A 911 call. The search and rescue efforts of
hundreds. Police, volunteers, the FBI, even the Marine Corps. Using drones and dogs. Losing hope over
three days as temperatures plummeted.
bear spoor
etchings of life
in deepest winter
Tangles in a bramble. Sounds of sobbing. Another 911 call. A rescue. Then stories of a friend in the
forest. The kindness of warmth and companionship. Innocent words of a child. Then a sceptical response
from the media . . . some stage of hypothermia. But when I step from the trailhead into the dense forest, I
think rather of the totems that save each day.

charmed life
just one more stone
to top the cairn
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Praniti Gulyani, New Delhi, India
Tears Of A Different Kind
I have cried many a tear, but never a tear of this kind. A heavy weighted tear, that pulls down the eye lid,
and the eye lash, but barely touches the white sands of my eyes. A tear that fills up within, but does not
slide down the cleft of my cheek, and just teeters on the absolute tip of it.
It has always been words and words alone that ignite tears within me. I have always cried because of
someone, but not for someone. And, I wouldn't call this crying. It's just a sudden, uncanny wetness, and
hollowness, emptiness, the feeling of being numb, injected by the permanent anaesthesia of failed
emotion.
Yet, I know deep within, that this is so, so much more than momentary moistness.

graveyard ...
wondering how to mourn
for myself
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Shobhana Kumar, Coimbatore, India
Post mortem
His postgraduate degree certificate is tucked away in an old steel trunk. Every other day he answers calls
on his mobile phone and sets out to work. Anything goes. For the last one month it has been painting a
new high-rise. This one will have fifteen storeys.
between orange and pink a sky full of bucket lists
Today, he caresses a stray strand of hair from her forehead as he leaves. He slips from the fourth floor,
trying to save a fellow painter from falling to his death.
They want to file a report saying he was an alcoholic. She spends the next five years fighting to prove he
was not.
broken a kite falls into the sewer
They win, of course.
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Kat Lehmann, Connecticut, USA
Feeding
My childhood best friend moved to our small Pennsylvania town from Delhi, her apartment just a few
doors down from mine. We built umbrella forts in her closet and played Sean Cassidy albums on her
turntable. I ate dinner at their place as often as I could, entranced by the culinary textures and spices. One
day I watched her mother sort through a giant bag of rice in their kitchen, grain by grain. Every meal at
their house included rice, which my friend and I doused with plain yogurt to give it zing. At the end of the
day, I would ask her mother to make a “bread and butter sandwich” to take home with me. My mother
would be angry when I returned with my sandwich. “I can make bread and butter for you,” she would say.
But she never did.

statue of Ganesha all I cannot have of having
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Old Monsters
One night, I started shrinking while looking at myself in a mirror. Soon I was smaller than a family of
ants, and I looked like dinner to them. The next night, I was exploring RV campers at a dealership. The
camper door shut, and the walls closed in like the Star Wars trash compactor scene. Disempowered.
Shrinking. Tiny. Trapped. After months of this, something clicked. I learned to fly above trees, above
danger. I practiced incorporating myself into walls, with predators left outside the wall, baffled and
unable to reach me. Once when I was falling off a cliff, I declared I do not accept this. I will not let this
happen. Mid-air, I froze and shifted time in reverse. I re-wound the movie of time until I was safely
returned to the mountain peak. Last night, my daughter came to me, troubled. You have magic powers, I
said. What was conjured can be conquered, with practice. You do not have to accept this.

thin ice
I seep through the cracks
of my mystery
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Alexis Rotella, Arnold, USA
Mystery Night in the Boutique Hotel
The couple in the next room are either making love or he’s beating
her. Can’t tell the difference. She moans and groans and at times lets
out a scream. Maybe they’re trying to make a baby, my husband
whispers.

The secrets
it covers
pink wallpaper

The concierge taps lightly at their door. The noise making abruptly
stops. Maybe now we can get some sleep. Yet ten years later, as I
count sheep, I still wonder who they were and what was going on.
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Krishna Ahir, Hyderabad, India
Fever
I twist, fall back to the soaked feather bed drifting, one-moment racing using a wooden car down jolting
hill, kids holler in boy scout knickers, proud with badges, another moment running onerous, leaping onto
pillars fleeing an unknown enemy or even moving towards one, hopping higher columns tumble into
oblivion, my feet slip, slide falling, falling next floating during a long-abandoned warlord’s damp
dungeon, somewhere atop hill slope, the moon shows the shackles through window slits.

hot tea steam
the boundary between
dreams & memories
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Raamesh Gowri Raghavan, Thane, India
Atlantico
Over time, the chasm between us must grow, I guess, as if some law of nature. We share opposing social
and political views, and the simple intergenerational need to contradict each other. But there is perhaps a
deeper canyon of missed expectations. I was not the ideal son to a man brought up in the traditions of the
military: chivalry and manhood in the fashion of Kipling's If—; toxic masculinity in the 21st century's
worldview. I am the talent that went bad — too physically weak to join the army, too woolly-headed to do
an MBA. The boy who does an effeminate job as a copywriter and archaeologist, the boy who can never
do anything right.
That boy just dies a slow death seeking fatherly approval that will never come.

beach sands
I place my footprint
in his
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El Condor Pasa
The memory is perhaps in the same league as the fog that day. There's no date etched in the neural circuits
that hold the recollection, but it holds other things — the sounds of the pouring rain and the fading noise
of the waterfall below, the thin narrow path that held relentlessly upward from Dhodani to Matheran, the
old woman in the navvari who descended with the light-footedness of a markhor, the picture of Dad in the
raincape grimly climbing on, and the gratitude that he came even though uphill treks are not his thing
(anything I do is immediately not his thing). The summit I remember, with the mist enveloping
everything on the tableland, even the steep cliffs that fell away into the abyss. There was just the
exhilaration of the climb, and the laboured breath of everyone who was a comrade in that brief struggle.
And above, an unseen seer, and the call of a pariah kite.
with nothing
left to photograph
... the blue blue sky
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Gautam Nadkarni, Mumbai, India
Having A Ball
When my childhood buddy Satish invited me to a party at his place I could hardly wait. This friend's
mansion has to be seen to be believed. It is absolutely palatial. I have heard that some guests lost their
way in its myriad corridors and were declared missing after two days. So at the appointed time dressed in
a three piece suit I rang the doorbell at Satish's.
I was ushered in by a clown. Entering the living room I was waylaid by astronauts and jack-o-lanterns
with glasses in hand. All squiggly-eyed from the freely flowing liquor.

Gemini Circus...
the lion tamer panics before
the dentist's drill

Just as I picked up a whisky and soda and was looking to park my butt along came a young Sindbad the
Sailor and relieved me of my glass with a thank you. I laughed it off and simply picked up another drink
at the bar. Boys will be boys.
This time Superman traipsed up to me and snatched my glass with a thank you. This was getting
annoying. After all I wasn't Santa Claus.
When it happened the third time I decided that enough was enough. So when Asterix came along to grab
my fourth glass I clung to it like Billy-o. Asterix raised an eyebrow and said that butlers should not get
above themselves.
What could I say. I slunk homeward through the service entrance and resolved that next time I would go
as a tramp. I just might get better treatment then.

Harbour Bar...
the barkeep serves me my rum
with a yo-ho-ho
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Fiction
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Editor’s note
None of the submissions received for this issue made it past the editor’s standards. We are both
saddened and worried. In this issue therefore, we decided to carry three narratives of our own to
give a window into the kind of fiction we are looking for which is frankly a broad church, and
hope that future issues will not be so unfortunate. We also carry Rohini’s personal manifesto of
writing.
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Rohini Gupta, Mumbai, India
Hunger in Three Acts8
1.
The first hunger is a smouldering fire.
The hunger of the belly, raging and cramping.
The young boy sits on the edge of the pavement. He is barefoot, wearing a stained shirt and tattered
shorts. He sits here all day, waiting for a kind cook to give him a crust, a scrap, overripe fruits, anything.
The sharp smell of frying swirls inside his nose and makes him sneeze. For him smells are almost as good
as a meal. He clings onto the comfortable smell of baking as if it will swell and rise and fill all the
hollows inside.
He has been waiting since the lights went on at dawn, shivering in the early cold. If he is patient he knows
he will get what he wants. He needs so little. His shrunk stomach can take no more than a mouthful.
He knows there are people in the world so rich that they can waste food, who can give him a crust and not
even miss it.
When he receives a paper plate with rice and curry, he goes to the other side and sits by the front
entrance, watching the patrons go in and out, listening to their conversations.
Two skinny, expensively dressed women go by.
"How I envied her the butter on her bread," one says, "My mouth watered just looking at it."
That, he understands. His mouth waters too. But he cannot understand the men and women who go past
discussing how to lose weight, how to shed the ugly belly fat.
One day, he tells himself, I will have a belly just as round and beautiful and bigger than theirs.
2.
The second hunger is a knife, a sword.
The first hunger is long forgotten. Meals are plentiful. He has eaten and eaten and his belly is as round as
he desired. Now food barely counts. He eats hurriedly when he is stressed. He skips meals to work late.
8

First published in To Catch a Falling Star, 2015.
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Sometimes he cannot remember if he ate at all. The acidity in his stomach means he can eat only the most
tasteless of meals. He does not care. Food no longer counts.
But the hunger does not leave him. It is a razor's edge and it has shifted to a different prey. The house he
returns to, with its glass doors and marble floors is empty and cold. This hunger is for warmth and love
and companionship.
He craves the touch of silken skin and the warmth of a smile. Long nights and intertwined bodies.
Children's laughter threading the hectic mornings.
He has none of them.
His life is full of arguments, memories, and bitterness.
There was warmth and love once, but now it is an endless winter.
This hunger, as he discovers is not so easy to satiate.
The second belly – the heart - is harder to fill and is never satisfied. He starves. He craves. There is no
restaurant door to wait behind, no crumbling bread to satiate his needs.
Slowly he realises he lives in a world of starvation. He is hungry but so is everyone else. No one is well
fed, no one has any to spare. Every person he passes has desperate eyes.
It’s a cold world and there no food to satisfy the poverty of the shrunken heart.
3.
The third hunger is more direct, more intense, and much too clear.
The old hungers have faded. They seem so small now in comparisons. Was he really restless and
frustrated over such small things?
The new hunger batters all like a tsunami. It is ever present with every breath he takes. The third belly –
the mind – can think of nothing else. Time has collapsed in a sudden heap of ruined bricks.
A day, an hour, even a minute.
He breathes through tubes. He stares at the pipes on the ceiling.
Only his will refuses to let go.
He collects and counts the seconds. He dozes lightly, fearing sleep. Will he lose it all? Will the wave of
dreaming wash his life away? Sleep too deep and he may never wake into the quicksilver of the dawn.
Another morning, please. One more birdsong, one more eyeful of rising light.
Another hour, another minute.
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One more, please, just one more.
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Paresh Tiwari, Hyderabad, India
The Night of the Fireflies
I met her at Café Mondegar on a Monday evening. As with all Monday evenings, the beer café coped
with its dreary emptiness stoically. Somewhere between my third beer and sixth bacon-wrapped-prawn, I
stepped out for a smoke and that’s when I first saw her. Wearing a cropped t-shirt - two sizes too large
and shredded jeans, she sat on the steps, scratching a tabby cat behind its ears. A trail of seven stars
meandered over her collarbone and an unlit cigarette dangled from her lips.
"Oh, this? An old habit," she said when I offered her a light. "I no longer smoke. Not cigarettes, at least.”
I had never heard a voice like hers. It was as if I had been dropped in the middle of a rainforest and the
canopy of green above washed over me in a steady mist. When we moved back inside the cafe, she
brought her drink over to my table. We must have been a decade apart in age, but that didn’t seem
important. Neither the fact that I wore a gold band on my hand. She seemed to consider age and marital
status with the same interest as the fuel price index or traffic at rush hour. It was easy talking to her, even
about the most mundane things in life.
She was new to the city and was working as an artists’ model to pay the bills while doing research on her
first novel.
“I need a first line to get going.” She pointed to the wall opposite. “Like Miranda. He spent many an idle
evening in this very café, before starting that mural. One good line gleaned from the haze of beer and
smoke and he never looked back.”
I would never understand how one thought blossoms into a full-length novel, or a wall full of cartoons
that might outlive every patron of a café. But I wasn’t going to argue. A while later she gathered her stuff
and announced that she was late for an art class. “Do you have a pen,” she asked the waiter, scribbled her
number over a paper coaster, and slipped it between my fingers.
By the time I reached home, every contour of her handwriting was imprinted on my mind. The slender
limbs, the sensuous curves and the way those numbers trailed off into possibilities.
The days after were a never-ending loop of mundane. They would begin with an early alarm, hurried
shower, and a frantic drive to a four-by-four cubicle. Grinding their teeth into sales pitch on long distance
calls, punctuated by bitter coffee, smoke breaks, and desperate attempts to prove my worth to the boss,
they would stutter inside a house that had long grown more walls than necessary.
More than a week passed before I rang her up.
“I thought you would never call,” came her animated voice.
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We didn't see each other all that much. Maybe once a month. Less, when I travelled. We'd eat out or go to
a bar. We had very few common interests, but that hardly mattered. She talked with a passion that I found
infectious. With her, I could let go. I'd forget about the work I didn't want to do and the house that greeted
me with a certain melancholy. I liked her and perhaps we had grown to be friends. Well, at least the kind
who sometimes make out in the back seat of a car, usually when drunk.
I must have known her for around seven months when she called on a Sunday afternoon. I was sitting by
the window replying to some work emails. The cup of tea had gone cold once again and the ash-tray was
filled with half a dozen cigarette butts. The sun outside was an egg yolk, oozing from the centre-cut.
“I know it’s a Sunday, but can we meet?” Her voice was tinged with an urgency I hadn’t heard before.
It’s important, was all that I could explain to my wife. There was a pang of guilt under all the fluster of
busyness. Twenty minutes later I was standing outside an old building, its walls held together by
scaffolding and the unshakeable faith of its residents. The façade was made up entirely of windows. Airconditioner butts stuck out into the street, jostling for the right to air with overhead power cables. I
climbed the three flights of wooden stairs, polished smooth and black under the footsteps of a century.
She opened the door in a sheer top and blue boxers. The apartment had a single room with a kitchen and
attached bath. It was furnished with a single bed, an easy chair, and a coffee table. Blank pages crushed
mid-sentence littered the mosaic floor, their bellies upturned like dead cockroaches. On the table was a
glass tumbler, nursing the last dregs of stale whiskey. The empty bottle had rolled over to the far corner of
the room and the sticky-sweet odour of marijuana hung limp in the air.
"You are here," she beamed. "I’ve rolled a joint. Good stuff. Scored it last night at the JJ. The guy can't
hold a brush to save his life, but he knows his grass." There was something off about her; it might have
been the dishevelled hair or the laces of red in her eyes. Or it could have been the falsetto in her voice. I
had never heard her so animated. She was all over the place, even her words came out wrong.
“You sounded worried.” I stepped inside. “On the phone.”
“I needed to see you, is all. You aren't in a hurry, right?”
I pulled up a chair and she sat cross-legged on the floor, a bottle of Amrut on her lap. “Hemali gave it to
me last week. She was grateful after her paintings were commissioned, showed it in more ways than the
single malt.” She uncorked the bottle. “There’s something different about being with a woman, you know.
I am yet to decipher what. The home-court advantage definitely holds true but it's more than that. Perhaps
because it can keep going forever. There’s something about taking it slow.”
She poured the whiskey in two steel glasses, then fished out the joint from her back pocket and lit up. For
the next few minutes, we didn't say a word as we each took hits in turn. It indeed was prime stuff.
“What we need is some music,” she announced after the fourth drag. “What about Maurice Ravel?”
“Never heard of him.”
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“You must change that today.” She took a long drag from the joint and clicked Play. “This one’s called,
‘Pavane for a dead princess’. Pavane was a slow processional dance common in Europe during the
Renaissance. Sometimes I close my eyes and imagine a ballroom full of nobles performing this slow,
haunting, beautiful dance while mourning for their dead princess.”
The music filled up the room, connecting the ends of our silence. She stretched her hands and touched my
fingers as if playing the keys of an imaginary piano.
“I am dying, Kabeer,” she said, with no hint of grief or distress. So softly that I could have pretended the
words never escaped her lips. That’s what I did for a moment. “This day is all I have.” The music shifted,
taking over an edge, a sad lament. The silence of interlude wrapped us in a smothering blanket of
breathlessness. I needed to fill that silence up with something, anything. Like always, I came up short.
“How do you know that? Is that what the doctors say?”
“We just know some things, don’t we? Often we can’t even explain how. But we know.” Walking over to
the only window in the room, she pulled the curtains apart in one fluid motion. There was something
empirical in her voice and as the sun poured in, I had not one shred of doubt about what she had said.
“I am fading.” She stepped in front of the window. “I have known it for a while now.” She seemed to be
made of light herself, shafts of sun passed right through her. But somehow that wasn’t the most striking
part. It was her shadow. Or the near absence of it, except for a smidgen of faint grey angled away from
her feet. There was no way to explain what was right in front of my eyes. Of course, it was surreal and
fantastical. But in that moment, it didn’t feel far-fetched. As if fading away was the most natural thing to
do. And that much said, well, it seemed at least the sort of thing that thinking about wouldn’t have
changed one bit.
“I have embraced it now, even though it took me a while. I won’t be here come tomorrow morning and I
wanted to spend this last day with you.” I walked over and held her hands. Maybe it was my mind playing
tricks, but it felt as if I was holding water vapour. I pulled the curtains back, snuffing out the sun.
“Do you know what you want to do on your last day?”
“Does anyone ever?” She looked at me, searching for answers.
We sat in her room for the rest of the afternoon and talked a bit. Some office tales, some juicy gossip
from the underbelly of the art world. We even watched a rerun of Grey’s Anatomy.
“When I was young, mom taught me how to make paper collages.” She traced a circle on my palm. “We
would take glossy magazines and newspapers and tear out small bits of paper from the pictures we found
interesting. We would then stick them on a chart paper to make a different picture. It was a patient
enterprise and a small collage often had thousands of paper pieces stuck together in the mosaic of a new
creation. Are we anything but a ghost of our memories? A careful sampling of the people and situations
that linger within us.”
“Would you live on in the groove of my palms?”
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“Only you can answer that.”
After sunset, we took the car out to Marine Drive. We drove over the road that looks like a necklace
around the ocean’s nape. We sat on the culvert, watching muddy waves crash over the tetra-pods, their
roar drowned out everything else, even the call of hawkers and the footsteps of people in constant
Brownian motion. All around us, Mumbai was coming alive. Small red crabs scampered over the stones,
seeking shadows. A kid in a yellow shirt pulled his father's sleeve and pointed at a bunch of heart-shaped
balloons. We watched a couple kiss before parting ways. Sat with a group of college students strumming
guitar and singing Bollywood songs. When a beggar shook her dented bowl in our face, she emptied her
wallet into it.
We dropped in a pizza parlour for dinner. It wasn’t a high brow, gourmet meal, but we ate slowly,
deliberately, allowing each morsel the time it deserved. Later we walked the streets, avoiding the brightly
lit ones as if honouring a silent pact. When the clock towers hit twelve, we headed home.
In the liberating darkness of her small room, we kissed, for the first time since I knew how short our time
together was. She placed a hand over my chest and with the other unzipped me. I felt myself grow big in
her palm. She slid down, leaving a trail of breath over my chest and belly. Her hair had come undone - a
waterfall over my hardness. She wrapped her lips around me, and just as I was about to come, she moved
away. Pushing me down on the bed, she pulled her dress over her hips and took me inside her. She was
heat and wetness and gossamer threads, all rolled into one. Her nails dug into my chest in the final throes
of her surrender.
“I have found the perfect first line, Kabeer,” she whispered as we lay spent next to each other. “I met him
at Café Mondegar on a Monday evening.”
She placed her head on my chest and fell asleep. A deep soundless sleep. Her body the hue of marble
warmth rose in sharp relief against the white bedspread and dissolved into the night. Into seven tiny
specks of light. They darted around the room, cutting a zig-zag path. Seeking galaxies beyond, they
paused for a moment by the curtain before disappearing into the night. I sat up in her bed and lit a
cigarette. In the waxing-waning amber, I replayed the Pavane and danced a slow waltz, completely out of
rhythm.
An hour later, I stepped out, leaving the door and the window of her room ajar. I climbed down the
wooden stairs and walked over to my car parked on the other side of the street. The sky had begun to turn
pale at the edges. There were seven missed calls on the phone. Five from my wife, two from the friends
she may have thought I was with. There was so much I needed to say. So much that she deserved to
know.
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Raamesh Gowri Raghavan, Thane, India
A Chronicle of the Chocolate War, How it was Begun, and How it Ended
The army of Toicalbalam had pitched camp on the southern side of the great swamp of Péten, while the
army of Xixátlan stood on the north bank. Whoever controlled the swamp and the forests around it
controlled the very fate of the Maya.
The great general Yazuac surveyed his troops. He was dressed in his jaguar-skin, with the jaguar’s head
for a helmet, and holding his great spear above him. He had killed the jaguar with his bare hands himself,
for which he was given the honour of Balamare – the Jaguar-Slayer. The finest of the fighting forces of
Toicalbalam were assembled under him, ready to shed their lives for honour and glory, and above all,
chocolate.
The great general Popotzul surveyed his troops on the other bank. He was dressed in his jaguar-skin, with
an eagle’s head for a helmet, and holding his great spear above him. He was Viacapancondan – the
conqueror of Viacapan. The finest of the fighting forces of Xixátlan were assembled under him, ready to
do shed their lives for honour and glory, and above all, chocolate.
Chocolate, was a drink of the gods, the potion given by the goddess Xochiquetzal that gave a man his
virility. It grew chiefly in the swampy forest of the Péten, and was required in all religious and social
occasions throughout all the Maya realms. A monopoly over chocolate gave the owner immense power
over all other Maya kingdoms; the fortunes of many kings rose and fell over the gain and loss of the
swamp.
*
The great General Yazuac was resting in his wigwam. His dinner was laid out in front of him, and he
began with a sip of chocolate from his golden chocolate-bowl. Nevertheless, the contents of his bowl
were not very impressive. His spy had just returned, and craved audience with him.
“I fall at your feet, Jaguar-Slayer.”“What news from the northern dogs?”
“O mighty warrior, wielder of the blood-spear, the northerners are fools. They seek to war with you
knowing not your immeasurable strength.”
Yazuac took a sip at his chocolate, and spat it on the ground.
“Cut the crap. I have a mind to offer our cook for the next human sacrifice. What’s the cooking like in the
opposite camp?”
“I fall at your feet…”
“Get on with it!”
“The cooking’s good, O Might of a Thousand Jaguars.”
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“Do they brew good chocolate?”
“I beg your pardon, but they do. It has a northern taste, but it is good.”
“Any way to kidnap the cook?”
“It will be war, O Might…”
“Cut it. We’ll risk it. Call in my lieutenants!”
*
Across the swamp, the great General Popotzul was resting in his wigwam. His dinner was laid out in front
of him, and he began with the customary sip of chocolate from his golden chocolate-bowl. Nevertheless,
the contents of his bowl did not quite seem to thrill him. His spy had just returned, and craved audience
with him.
“I fall at your feet, Victor of Viacapan.”
“What tricks are the southern snakes up to?”
“O fearless battle-ram, wielder of the blood-spear, the southerners are imbecile. They seek not to
surrender to you knowing not your immeasurable strength.”
Popotzul took a sip at his chocolate, and spat it on the ground.
“Stuff and nonsense. I have a mind to offer our cook for the next human sacrifice. What’s the cooking
like in the opposite camp?”
“I kiss the ground you tread…”
“I ain’t got all day!”
“The cooking’s good, O Blight of his Enemies.”
“Is their chocolate good?”
“I beg your pardon, but they do. It has a southern taste, but it is good.”
“Any way to kidnap the cook?”
“It will be war, O Blight…”
“Cut it. We’ll risk it. Call in my lieutenants!”
*
As the sun set over the Pacific, and his golden hues merged into purple and blue, shadows were seeing
scurrying about in both military camps. The songs of the birds were replaced with lusty war-cries, as both
armies derided each other and challenged to fight. Neither moved. They knew that they were equally
matched, and while there was plenty of chocolate to brew from the cacao that grew wild in the Péten,
there was really no cause for war.
Yazuac’s tent was bright with light, as a tiny group of men huddled together.
“Spy, are these jaguar-skins a close imitation of the Xixátlan warriors’?”
“O Mighty…”
“If you start all that crap again, I’ll sacrifice you to the great god Quetzalcoatl. I’m just Yazuac, and get
on with it!”
“Yes it is, Jaguar-Slayer. It is a little dark, but hope they won’t notice.”
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“You’re sure you know where the bloody cook sleeps?”
“Yes.”
“Then get going. If the cook is not as great as you say, you’ll be at the altar for Mixcoatl!”
*
An identical scene played itself out in Popotzul’s camp.
“Spy, are these jaguar-skins a close imitation of the Toicalbalam fighters’?”
“O Blight…”
“If you start all that crap again, I’ll sacrifice you to the great god Quetzalcoatl myself. Call me Popotzul”
“Yes, it is, Viacapancondan. It is a little pale, but hope they won’t notice.”
“You’re sure you know where the damn cook sleeps?”
“Yes.”
“Then move it. If the cook isn’t as grand as you say, you’ll be the next course for Mixcoatl!”
*
The sun rose over the Atlantic, showering his golden blossoms over the forest. The birds began to sing
again, and that was giving Yazuac a headache.
“Damn those birds! You there, guard, have they gotten that cook yet?”
“O Might of a Thousand Jaguars, the brave warriors crave your resplendent sight.”
“Resplendent! Bah! I haven’t shaved yet. Show them in.”
“O Jaguar-Slayer, at great risk and cost to our lives, we have brought back the prisoner.”
“What cost did you pay?”
“Actually nothing, the opposite campers were not too displeased to see their cook go.”
“So mister, what shall you brew for me? Take him to our cook and show the things.”
A few minutes later, a guard came rushing in.
“O Might…”
“What?”
“Our cook’s gone!”
“What do you mean?”
“The night watchman says the opposite camp kidnapped him.”
“Good riddance, I say.”
“No, O Jaguar-Slayer! The soldiers are all upset. They will not stand such a slight to the honour of
Toicalbalam. They want war.”
“Can’t a man have his chocolate in peace without a war or two to spoil the effect? Anyway, sound the
war-cry. Up, Toicalbalam!”
As the reader has already guessed, similar incidents have occurred in the Xixátlan camp.
The great general Popotzul is upset about not having southern chocolate, and the cry of ‘Up, Xixátlan” is
heard loudly.
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By noon, the two hosts have advanced to the western shore of the swamp. Now they stand facing each
other - fierce men of war, who know no fear, whose bodies are hardened against wounds by club or spear.
Yazuac in his jaguar skin and jaguar-head helmet, and Popotzul in his jaguar-skin and eagle-head helmet,
stand tall, hurling insults at each other.
“Howdy old chap! Nice morning, ain’t it?”
“Sure fella, never had it like this before.”
“How about a good fight for a change?”
“Yeah, sure. Up, Xixátlan and all that!”

Yazuac raised his middle-finger and pointed at Popotzul, who did the same. The bloodthirsty hosts, who
had waited for that war-signal with bated breaths, now charged at each other.
“Toicalbalam forever. Release our cook!”
“Xixátlan, I love thee. Free our cook.”
“East or west, southern chocolate’s the best!”
“Remember now or never, northern chocolate forever!”
With these blood-curdling cries, the two armies clashed in a mighty roar. The ground shook beneath their
feet, and the birds in the tree flew all-a-scatter. The waters of the swamp too fell away in ripples, as the
calm of the Péten was shattered.
Even as the war progressed, a distinct buzz was heard. Its sound grew louder and louder, till the height of
its pitched rang in the soldiers’ ears. All the hands stopped waving their clubs about, all eyes turned to the
source of the sound. The sound of an army a million strong was heard from the direction of the swamp. A
huge cloud rose over the eastern horizon.
“Mosquitoes! Hordes of them!”
“No human skin has ever withstood their sting!”
“Run for your lives!”
“Every man to himself!”
The two armies turned their jaguar-skins and ran for their lives. They dropped their weapons, and scurried
wherever they could. Those who could not run hid or climbed into the threes. The great general Yazuac,
the Jaguar-Slayer, threw off his obstructing jaguar-skin and clambered up the nearest cacao tree. The
Victor of Viacapan, the indomitable Popotzul, ran all the way to his capital.
The war was abandoned, and the two hosts returned to their countries, leaving the Péten to the buzzing
army. Even today, many centuries after the fall of the Maya, the masters of the Péten are still the
mosquitoes that live in its swamps.
And that was how the Chocolate War was ended.
Bangalore, 14 March 2005
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Rohini Gupta, Mumbai, India
The Worst Advise in the World9
Writing is just like driving, a friend told me. He meant the instinctive part, the ease which comes with
practice. Keep your eye on the road and hands on the steering wheel at all times, right?
Wrong. I think it works for driving but not for writing.
When you drive you go carefully, slow down often and keep alert to watch the traffic.
But if your car really was your writing then your driving skills will not help you. The writing car needs
another strategy.
Get into it, turn the ignition, point it in the right direction, and then relax, put up your feet and stare
dreamily out of the window while the speed picks up to maximum acceleration.
Take your eyes off the road. Better still, forget there is a road.
Ignore the go slow signs.
Don't see the caution and sharp bend signs.
Slow down for nothing, not even pedestrians.
And, more important, take your hands off the steering wheel.
The best writing does not come from alert driving. It comes from somewhere else. It comes when you
allow yourself to be a backseat driver.
Let the car drive you. Let the words carry you, effortlessly, from start to finish. And, at the end of a
dreamy run, you may have a story or poem to show for it.
This is not advice which will get you a driving license. Doing this in your car may well cost you an
accident, but in writing, it may birth you a masterpiece.
Here it is, plain and simple.
This is what you can do in writing but never in driving.
Disable the brakes.

9

First published in Muses have no sense of time, 2018
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That's the key. For a writer, the brakes are the critical voice in your head, you know the one. Yes, that
one, who leans over your shoulder with his hot red eyes and smelly breath, stopping you mid-sentence,
slamming your brakes on before you reach the first corner.
You can’t escape him. He can drive you to drink – or suicide.
He is that sarcastic voice which makes you cringe, the one who points out every little mistake and always
tells you how bad you are compared to the great writers. He undermines your already fragile confidence
and drains your fast leaking reserves of enthusiasm.
No, no, god, absolutely no. What a mess. You really are terrible. Forget it; you are just not writer
material. Remember what your first teacher said that you will never be a writer.
You don’t even hear him with your conscious mind. You don’t know that he has spoken. All you know is
the grey haze of doubt descends and you think, I can't do this and stop writing. Bright, starry careers are
lost because writers gave up and spent the rest of their lives in numb desperation.
It’s a very thin line but it can be crossed by awareness. Know that the dullness comes from the critic
voice. He is not in control, you are, but you must face your greatest terror, stop cringing and be firm.
Tell that critic sternly, thank you, but I will need your input while editing, just not right now. Go away.
Come back when my draft is done.
He will leave if you are determined. When he is gone - good riddance - relax and let the words wash over
you.
Let the waves of words close over your head. Sink in.
Floating is good.
Drowning is better.
Don't worry. Writers have inbuilt gills to breathe under words.
Let the words take you. Go with them, keep your fingers moving and let the story write itself.
So, here is the worst advice in the world, bad for driving, good for writing.
Let go the steering wheel.
Disable the brakes.
Sit back, soak, drift, drown, and let the magic unfold.
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Dr Brijesh Raj, Mumbai, India
Review10 of Colin Stewart Jones’ Catch 41
Good writing, for me always inspires and provokes. And every once in a while, punctures those selfimposed bubbles, that at once define and confine us to stylistic safe spaces. Not unlike the bite of strong
coffee on a cold morning. Or Catch 41, a carefully sculpted book of haikai poetry in four-line, 17-syllable
format.
Colin Stewart Jones, a wordsmith par excellence, begins with an Issa-esque exhortation to a little bird to
sing away the woes of another mundane day. He picks up speed with a nod to the moon.
The old moon
frozen to the spot
I read no story
In the night sky
Then proceeds to wreck mayhem with the reader’s mood, swinging from the karumi of old men’s noses,
to the stark honesty of the predatory sparrow-hawk and the light skip of a blackbird. Forget the snow he
says. Look at the sun and rejoice. But celebrate too the lonesomeness of nights left unshared.
Each piece rivets, and compels one to rush to the next but not before a pause and reread. And a realization
of the banalities of our thoughts against the backdrop of life’s poignance.
This lovely trout
undone by a worm
and tourists complain
about the rain?
The roller coaster continues with the irreverence of waking up drunk, to the sensitivity of a haijin
reluctant to change the life of the grass he is tasked to cut. Back to the rapier with sounds of the sea, and
thence to the carefree bay horse rolling in its shadow.
Just when one thought moon verses had been done to death, Collin surprises you with yet another
sophisticated one… and another. Delivers a staggering piece with gold finch. A rich visual, complete and
clever that stops you in your tracks. Enjoy the moment and smile it says. Why so serious?

10

Based on a review copy sent to Narrow Road.
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And back to misery. Squeezing shadows from darkness. From the treachery of the lover’s moon to the
testimony of waiting finger marks on the window pane and a squirrel’s wave goodbye. Pearls all,
carefully sized and strung by knowing hands.
Catch 41 is a tasting. Every morsel to be savoured with restraint. Fortunately, one can always go back for
seconds. And should. Be it the interminable wait at the doctor’s, a lone crow hushed into silence or the
leafless whitebeam, one resonates easily with the pathos of a haijin alone with a cold moon, awaiting
spring.
Just when you think you have the measure of this collection; Collin delivers what for me is the piece de
resistance. the scream of gulls. Masterfully layered it speaks of a haijin who has experienced life’s pain
and composed a symphony in its honour.
Syllabic counts, whilst considered passé by English language haijin, can still be a torment. Collin Stewart
Jones rues and celebrates this built in constraint with his final, self-deprecatory salvoCarved in stone
the crow unable to fly
in less than
eighteen syllables
All told an interesting, thought provoking and beautifully coiffured read. Congratulations Colin on a work
well done.

Catch 41
© Colin Stewart Jones, 2013
Yet To Be Named Free Press
Stoke-on-Trent, England
-
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Arshia Qasim Ahmad, Tokyo, Japan
Neurologist, Artist, Writer.
“Art was my first love but I got married to medicine, and then had an affair with writing”.
This is how I usually joke about my affiliation with the three paths of life which, I think, have braided
together beautifully.
There is truth to that joke: it was in school when I discovered the beauty of doodles and my own knack in
draughtsmanship. The margins of my books would be lined with portrait sketches of teachers and friends,
and elaborate ornamental drawings. Although a few people in my family had been affiliated with arts as a
career choice, their lack of financial success had convinced my parents to discourage pursuing arts. The
only anecdotal success story in the family was of a great granduncle Abdul Rahman Chughtai, a famed
artist in the subcontinent, who had laid the foundation of the Mayo school of arts which later became the
National College of Arts, Lahore.
And so, I pursued Medicine as a career, which worked pretty well for me. In fact, my artistic sense helped
me excel in my studies in medicine: anatomy was a particularly favourite subject as it enabled me to learn
about the functional organization of human body. And I must add that medicine helped my arts too, as it
gave me an unprecedented depth of understanding and perspective of this machine called human-beings.
I had the opportunity to expand the scope of artistic explorations from an amateur/hobbyist to academic
and commercial when I established the Alhamra Art Centre in New Jersey, Bernardsville. This was an
interdisciplinary venture where I developed a Neuro-Art interface, exploring the intersections between
neuroscience and arts. Having the opportunity to exhibit my artistic ventures beyond the closed circuit of
family and friends saw an exponential rise in my understanding of the dynamics of art. Criticism is a game
changer, it catalyses transformation! And you suddenly begin to realize that while the arena challenges you
as an artist, you can challenge the norms of the arena with your presence.And so, by this sketchy synopsis,
I hope I have elucidated that I am a self-taught artist: I have learnt art from the schools of craft, philosophy,
history, culture and have infused it with my life experiences and healer’s perspective. Not having the
constraints of art school exams meant that my interest was free to roam about and experiment in several
different disciplines and media. This freedom allowed me to let mistakes guide my path, and to recognize
the beauty of each rivulet.
My subject choices take inspiration from the medium and circumstances I am working in. I respect whatever
I have: this is my fundamental art philosophy. My art is a synopsis of my lived experience. When I am
working on a piece, I bring to it my whole self in all its aberrations and allow it to manifest in its absolute
imperfection. And thus, I saunter through portraits, calligraphy, figures, landscapes, architecture, geometric
patterns and conceptual art, sometimes intermingling everything.
Website: www.arshiaqasim.com
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What Are We Looking For?
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Haibun
Haibun is a prose poem that uses embedded haiku to enhance the composition’s overall resonance and
effect. And that’s all that we will leave you with. English language haibun is an evolving and highly
complex form of writing and if we start delving into the various definitions, do’s and don’ts, is and isn’t,
we may never be able to enjoy what the form may stand for.
The fourteen haibun contained in this first issue would give you a fair idea of what we are looking for.
Surprise us, move us, shock us, just do not maintain the status quo. As for the haiku in the haibun, we
believe it to be an integral part of the composition. It should move the story forward or take the narrative
in a different direction. It may add insight or another dimension to the prose, resolve the conflict in an
unpredictable way, or may question the resolution of the prose.
It’s perfectly fine with us if the haiku does not work as a standalone piece of poetry, if it makes sense in
the overall narrative and follows the other aesthetics of a haiku, we are open to it. But, yes 5-7-5 is
usually not a haiku.
Happy Writing!

Poetry
There are as many definitions of poetry as there are poets. Wordsworth defined poetry as “the
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings;” Emily Dickinson said, “If I read a book and it makes my
body so cold no fire ever can warm me, I know that is poetry;” and Dylan Thomas defined poetry this
way: “Poetry is what makes me laugh or cry or yawn, what makes my toenails twinkle, what makes me
want to do this or that or nothing.”
Poetry is a lot of things to a lot of people. And we at Narrow Road will not attempt to tell you what that
is, since we are not that sure either. But yes, we not look at unnecessarily rhyming words very kindly11.
P.S. Please avoid sending us shape poetry. It’s the devil to format and is a great cause of destroyed
friendships.

Fiction
We accept short stories as well as quality flash fiction.

Length
The only difference between short stories and flash fiction is the length.
Short stories should be less than 3000 words. Any longer than that and they will be rejected.

11

Go ahead and send a villanelle, sonnet or any other form poetry if you’re confident of getting the meter and
rhythm right, alongside the rhyme.
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Flash fiction needs to be shorter than 1000 words. There is no minimum length. If you can tell a story in
very few words, go for it. The shorter your story, if it fulfils the criteria of a story, the better your chance
of getting it accepted.
However, the maximum length is fixed. Which means 3000 and 1000 words and below is okay but 3001
or 1001 and above is not. Edit carefully and check word length before sending it in.

A complete story
Within the word length, we are looking for a complete story with a beginning, a middle and an end, at
least one character, some action or movement and preferably, some dialogue.
A story can be defined as – a character facing a problem, acting to resolve it and reaching some kind of
completion at the end. There must be movement and progress in the story.
The ending can be of any kind – a happy or unhappy ending. A twist or a surprise or even an ambiguous
ending provided it seems natural and not contrived.
Any genre is acceptable. The emphasis is on quality and good writing.

What we are looking for
•
•
•
•

Well written stories which draw you in and keep you engaged.
New and fresh ways of looking at familiar subjects.
Beautiful or lyrical language.
Original ideas along with easy narrative skills. Originality counts. Make sure your story is not just
following the old and trite clichés.

What we do not want
•
•
•
•
•

Long vague wandering pieces in which a character does nothing but drink tea and brood.
Descriptive pieces in which nothing progresses.
An endless monologue.
Philosophy or arguments of any kind are not stories. Promoting a cause is not fiction. Exploring
an idea is better suited to an essay rather than a story.
Jokes which only build up to a pun or a punch line. They are not fiction. Don’t bother to send
jokes – we have read them all.

We want stories with a beginning, a middle and an end. The end does not have to be happy, but it must be
a resolution of some kind.

Guidelines
•
•
•

Send one story or up to three flash fiction pieces by email to this address
narrowroad.mag@gmail.com
Cut and paste the story into the body of the email. We do not open attachments or pdfs.
The subject line should read – Flash submission/story submission followed by the title of the
story. Include a few lines of bio and make sure you include the exact word count, your name as
you wish it to appear and your country.
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•

•
•
•

•

The story must be your own original and unpublished work. We consider it published if it is up
on a blog or Facebook page. Do not add long quotes or the lyrics of songs unless you own the
copyright to them. Every word in the story must be your own.
Make sure you edit properly. A piece full of spelling and grammatical mistakes is unlikely to be
selected.
The editors reserve the right to make minor grammatical and spelling changes as necessary.
The magazine takes first publishing rights which means you must credit this magazine every time
you publish the story anywhere else. We also reserve a one-time and non-exclusive right to
publish the story in an anthology or book, print or ebook.
The copyright of the story remains with the author and we only ask that you do not publish it
anywhere else until it is published and for a period of one month thereafter.
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Submission Guidelines
Narrow Road Literary Magazine is a triannual journal published in April, August and December. It
focusses on flash fiction, poetry and haibun. The first edition of the journal was invite only. Ever since
then we are open to unsolicited submissions and will read your works during the following periods:
a) June 1 – July 15 for the August Issue.
b) October 1 – November 15 for the December Issue.
c) February 1 – March 15 for the April Issue.
All short stories, flash fiction pieces, poems and haibun (works) submitted for publication will undergo a
review by editors of the individual genres. It will take approximately a month for them to notify you
whether your submission has been accepted, accepted subject to revisions, or not accepted. Please be
aware that at times, our editors may be unavailable for short periods, so there could be delays in getting
back to you. Time constraints and the voluntary nature of editors’ roles restrict editors from
corresponding in any depth with writers whose work has not been accepted.
We like to keep the communication lines clear and simple. But please do follow the following guidelines.
Please remember all submissions are subject to these guidelines.
1) You may submit up to three pieces in a single submission during any one submission period.
2) You may only submit work that is not under consideration by other publications. Works posted
on closed Internet discussion forums or on personal web sites that are not publication sites will be
considered, and so will previously published works, provided you inform us of the publication
venue and date. If accepted, the said work will be noted as previously published.
3) Once a work is accepted, we reserve the right to publish the work in the next issue of Narrow
Road, and in any associated annual print or online journals or anthologies.
4) Narrow Road retains first rights for all works that appear in this journal for the first time. This
means that if your work is subsequently published elsewhere, that publication must cite Narrow
Road as the place of original publication.
5) Please do include your Name and your place of residence in the mail that you send us.

Submission Procedure
Submissions are to be sent to individual editors on narrowroad.mag@gmail.com . The editor for each
genre is listed below: –
a) Flash Fiction – Rohini Gupta
b) Poetry –Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
c) Haibun – Paresh Tiwari
Your subject line should contain your name, the title(s) of your works, the genre you are submitting for
and the date. Send separate emails for separate genres, it makes the editors’ lives a wee bit more worth
living. We request you to paste your work directly into the body of the email, unless the concrete structure
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of your work requires you to put it in a word doc or pdf. In this case please do mention in your mail that
you want your work to appear in the form you have sent.

Copy Editing
All work accepted will be copy (not content) edited. As for changes in content, once a piece has been
accepted and formatted for the journal, we will not accept content changes except under unusual
circumstances.
We look forward to your works!
Good company in a journey makes the way seem shorter.
— Izaak Walton
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